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a b s t r a c t
We study the electronic transport across connected quantum rings attached to leads and subjected to
time-harmonic side-gate voltages. Using the Floquet formalism, we calculate the net pumped current
generated and controlled by the side-gate voltage. The control of the current is achieved by varying the
phase shift between the two side-gate voltages as well as the Fermi energy. In particular, the maximum
current is reached when the side-gate voltages are in quadrature. This new design based on connected
quantum rings controlled without magnetic ﬁelds can be easily integrated in standard electronic devices.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently developed nanofabrication of quantum rings and
dots by self-assembling [1–4], lithographic [5,6] or etching techniques [7] has opened an active area of research, both theoretical
and experimental. Due to their high crystalline quality, the coherence length in these nanostructures is in the micron scale, usually
larger than their size, and then electron transport is ballistic [8].
As a consequence, quantum effects, such as quantum interference,
play a major role in the design of future nanodevices based on
quantum dots and rings. A cornerstone of coherent electron transport and the subsequent interference effects in mesoscopic rings
is the celebrated Aharonov–Bohm (AB) effect [9]. Electrons passing
through the two arms accumulate a phase difference due to the
magnetic ﬂux threading the ring. The resulting interference pattern leads to a modulation of the conductance as a function of
the magnetic ﬂux. The predicted phase shift was indeed soon conﬁrmed experimentally [10]. Remarkably, even excitons can undergo
AB oscillations [11–15], in spite of being neutral entities.
The combination of two different quantum effects, namely persistent currents in a quantum ring threaded by a static magnetic
ﬁeld [16] and electron pumping under two periodically varying potentials with different phases [17], makes it possible to establish
an electric current through connected double-ring systems [18,19].
The resulting current remains ﬁnite even if the two leads have
identical chemical potentials and the system is in equilibrium.
A key ingredient in the AB pump based on connected double-rings
is the symmetry breaking due to the oscillating potentials with different phases. But pumping becomes impossible without the static
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ﬂux that yields persistent current [18]. In this context, Ramos et al.
have considered a quantum ring with a quantum dot embedded in
one of its arms [20]. A time-harmonic gate voltage was applied to
the quantum dot. These authors have demonstrated that the inversion symmetry is not essential to pump electrons, provided that
the quantum ring is threaded by a static magnetic ﬂux.
Interference effects of coherent electrons open the possibility of controlling quantum transport without relying on potential
barriers or magnetic ﬂux [21,22]. In contrast to previous studies mentioned above on magnetically induced interference effects,
in this work we consider a new design of quantum pump based
on connected quantum rings, in which electron transport is controlled without applying a magnetic ﬁeld. We demonstrate that
pumped charge can be tuned by applying oscillating side-gate voltages across the rings instead. We show that in this case the phase
shift between the two side-gate voltages breaks the symmetry and
the system behaves as an eﬃcient quantum pump. In other words,
a net electric current is obtained even in equilibrium, and the magnitude of the current is controlled by the phase shift. The pumped
current vanishes only for certain values of the phase shift or the
chemical potential.
2. Coupled quantum rings under AC side-gate voltages
The system under consideration consists of two quantum rings
connected in series and attached to two leads (source and drain).
Side-gate voltages V ± (t ) break the symmetry of the upper and
lower arms of the rings, as shown in Fig. 1, and act as additional
parameters for controlling the electric current through the device,
as recently suggested for graphene-based [21,22] and semiconductor nanorings [23]. We assume that the side-gate voltages can be
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the quantum rings subjected to side-gate voltages
V ± (t ). The equivalent lattice model replaces the side-gate voltages by timedependent site energies ε± (t ) at sites labeled ± and two other sites with index
±1 are attached to semi-inﬁnite chains.

modulated harmonically in time with frequency ω . We neglect capacitance effects as those described in Ref. [24] within the context
of quantum rings threaded by an oscillating AB ﬂux.
In order to study electron transport across the connected quantum rings, we mapped the system onto a much simpler yet nontrivial lattice model, depicted in Fig. 1. We replace each quantum ring by three sites of a lattice within the tight-binding approximation. One of the sites, labeled 0, is shared by the two
quantum rings. Two sites, labeled ±, have time-dependent energies ε± (t ) and the other two sites, labeled ±1, are connected to
semi-inﬁnite chains. The time-dependent site energies are given by
ε± (t ) = V 0 cos(ωt ± φ), where 2φ is the phase shift between the
two side-gate voltages. To avoid the profusion of free parameters,
we assume a uniform transfer integral and vanishing site energies
except at sites ±, without loosing generality. The common value of
the transfer integral will be set as the unit of energy and we take
h̄ = 1 throughout the paper.
The time-dependent Schrödinger equation for the amplitude
ψ j (t ) at site j reads

i ψ̇ j = ε± (t )δ j ,± ψ j −



ψ( j ) ,

(1)

( j )

where the index ( j ) runs over the neighboring sites of j and the
dot indicates the derivative with respect to time. Using the Floquet
formalism, the solution can be expressed in the form

ψ j (t ) =

∞


A n , j e −i E n t ,

n=−∞

j ≤ −1,
j = ±,
j = 0,
j ≥ 1.



α± = ( V 0 /2)e±iφ . After straight-



ie ikn cot(kn /2) − e −ikn gn± − α± gn±+1 − α∓ gn±−1

+ ie ikn cot(kn /2) gn∓ = −1 − e ∓ikn .

(4)

Once the amplitudes gn± have been calculated, the transmission
amplitudes tn are easily obtained with the help of (3). Finally, the
transmission probability for the electron coming from the left is

T → ( E , ω, φ) =

 sin kn
n

sin k0

|tn |2 ,

(5)

where the sum runs over the propagating channels, namely those
channels for which E n = E + nω lies within the band of the leads.
The pumped current also depends on the transmission probability for an electron coming from the right, T ← ( E , ω, φ). Due to
the symmetry breaking caused by the side-gate voltages oscillating out of phase, T → ( E , ω, φ) and T ← ( E , ω, φ) are different. It is
a matter of simple algebra to demonstrate that the corresponding
equations for an electron incoming from the right are similar to (3)
but replacing gn± → gn∓ and α± → α∓ . Finally, the pumped current
density in equilibrium at zero temperatures is given by [18]

J ( E F , ω, φ) =

2e
h

EF





T → ( E , ω, φ) − T ← ( E , ω, φ) dE ,

(6)

−2

where E F is the Fermi energy and −2 is the minimum energy of
the bands at the leads. The time-reversal symmetry is maximally
broken when the side-gate voltages are in quadrature (φ = π /4)
and one would expect maximum pumping eﬃciency. We will show
that this is indeed the case.
3. Results

(2b)

This solution corresponds to an electron propagating from the left
to the right. Since the phase φ breaks the inversion symmetry of
the system, the resulting transmission coeﬃcient is not the same
as that obtained for an electron coming from the right to the left.
This broken symmetry will ultimately lead to the quantum pumping effect.
Inserting the ansatz (2) into the Schrödinger equation (1) yields
−

δn0 + rn = f n + gn ,
E n gn− − α− gn−+1 − α+ gn−−1 + f n + δn0 e −ikn + rn e ikn = 0,
E n f n + δn0 e −ikn + rn e ikn + tn e ikn + gn+ + gn− = 0,
E n gn+ − α+ gn++1 − α− gn+−1 + f n + tn e ikn = 0,

tn = f n + gn+ ,

where for brevity we have deﬁned
forward algebra one gets

(2a)

where E n = E + nω , E being the quasienergy and n the sideband
channel index. Since we are interested in electron transmission
across the system, we take the following ansatz for the coeﬃcients
A n, j in the expansion (2a)

⎧
δ e ikn j + rn e −ikn j ,
⎪
⎪
⎨ n0
gn± ,
A n, j =
⎪
⎪
⎩ f n ,ikn j
tn e
,

Fig. 2. Transmission probability as a function of energy at zero side-gate
√ voltage.
Transmission vanishes at E = 1 and displays two local maxima at E = ± 2.

(3)

3.1. Zero side-gate voltages
To gain insight into the transmission properties of the connected quantum rings, it is instructive to consider the timeindependent case by setting V 0 = 0 for the moment. Under these
circumstances, only the elastic channel is relevant and the transmission probability T ( E ) = |t 0 |2 can be easily computed with the
aid of (3)

T (E) =

( E + 2)( E − 1)2
.
2E 3 − 11E + 10

(7)

Fig. 2 shows the transmission probability as a function of the energy of the incoming electron at zero side-gate voltage. As seen
in the √
ﬁgure, transmission vanishes at E = 1 and reaches unity at
E = ± 2 and at the upper band edge.
The vanishing of the transmission proﬁle at E = 1 shown in
Fig. 2 can be understood from the coupling of the local modes
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Fig. 4. Pumped current in arbitrary units as a function of the Fermi energy at
0.1 and V 0 = 0.2.
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Fig. 3. (a) Transmission probability when ω = 0.1, V 0 = 0.2 and φ = 0 (blue line).
In this case T → = T ← . Results are compared with the transmission probability in
the static case (black line). (b) Left and right transmission probabilities at ω = 0.1
and V 0 = 0.2 when the side-gate voltages are in quadrature (φ = π /4). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

of the two rings to the continuum of states at the leads. The
Schrödinger equation (1) when the rings are not connected to the
leads can be cast in the matrix form

⎛

0
⎜ −1
⎜
⎜ −1
⎝ 0
0

⎞⎛
⎛
−1 −1 0
0
ϕ−1 ⎞
ϕ−1 ⎞
0 −1 0
0 ⎟ ⎜ ϕ− ⎟
⎜ ϕ− ⎟
⎟⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
−1 0 −1 −1 ⎟ ⎜ ϕ0 ⎟ = E ⎜ ϕ0 ⎟ ,
⎠
⎠
⎝
⎝
0 −1 0 −1
ϕ+
ϕ+ ⎠
0 −1 −1 0
ϕ+1
ϕ+1

(8)

where ϕ j are the time-independent amplitudes at the ﬁve sites of
the two isolated rings (see Fig. 1). Eq. (8) can be readily solved
to obtain the corresponding eigenstates and eigenvalues. It is then
found that there are two doubly degenerate eigenstates, namely
[1, −1, 0, 0, 0] and [0, 0, 0, −1, 1] , with energy E = 1. This energy is inside the bands of the leads and the corresponding probability amplitude vanishes at one of the rings. Therefore, at this
energy the two leads are effectively decoupled and, consequently,
transmission vanishes, in agreement with the results shown in
Fig. 2. This an example of the so-called bound states in the continuum. These exotic states reveal themselves as zeros of the transmission probability [23].
3.2. AC side-gate voltages
We now turn to our main goal, the occurrence of quantum
pumping when the side-gate voltages depends harmonically on
time. For that purpose we solved numerically the system of
Eqs. (3) for three and ﬁve channels without signiﬁcant changes in
the results. When the driving frequency is not large, the transmission pattern is noticeably modiﬁed at quasienergies above E = 1
only, as clearly seen in Fig. 3(a) for ω = 0.1, V 0 = 0.2 and φ = 0.
Results are compared with the transmission in the static case,
shown in Fig. 1. The
√ two connected rings are no longer perfectly
transparent at E = 2 as in the static case. It is important to stress
that T → = T ← when φ = 0, as expected.
Left and right transmission probabilities are the same when
φ = 0 or φ = π /2, namely when the phase shift between the two
voltages vanishes or equals π . In this situation the pumped current

Fig. 5. Pumped current as a function of the Fermi energy when side-gate voltages
are in quadrature (φ = π /4). Different (a) frequencies and (b) side-gate voltages
values, indicated on each plot, were considered.

vanishes. However, other values yield different left and right trans√
mission probability, especially around the maximum at E = 2.
Fig. 3(b) shows that at low frequency
(ω = 0.1) T → and T ← are
√
different when E is close to 2. Consequently, electron pumping
is expected to occur in the system.
From Fig. 3 we are led to the conclusion that the pumped current at low frequency (ω = 0.1) is small if E F < 1 since in this
range the right and left transmission probabilities are almost the
same at the scale of the plot. This prediction proves to be correct, as seen in Fig. 4, where we plot the pumped current density
in arbitrary units as a function of the Fermi energy, for the same
parameters ω and V 0 as in Fig. 3. Notice the occurrence of the
symmetry J ( E F , ω, φ) = − J ( E F , ω, π − φ), which is nothing but
the inversion of the electric current when the phase shift 2φ between the two side-gate voltages is reversed.
On increasing the frequency, the energy region below E = 1
starts to contribute to the pumped current and eventually both
energy ranges (below and above E = 1) yield similar contributions.
Fig. 5 shows dependence of the pumped current density on the
various parameters of the model (frequency ω and side-gate voltage V 0 ) at φ = π /4. The general trend is that the pumped current
increases on increasing the frequency or the side-gate voltage over
a wide range of Fermi energy.
4. Conclusions
In summary, we have considered a system consisting of two
connected quantum rings subjected to side-gate voltages oscillating in time with frequency ω and studied its transport properties
in a fully coherent regime. The use of the Floquet formalism allows us to obtain the pumped current in equilibrium, when the
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chemical potentials of the leads are the same. The pumped current
at zero temperature turns out to be nonzero except for speciﬁc
values of the phase shift between the two side-gate voltages and
Fermi energy. Although quantum pumps based on connected quantum rings have already been proposed in the literature [18,19], the
origin of the pumping effect is different. Former proposals relied
on the coexistence of persistent currents due to a static magnetic
ﬁeld and electron pumping under two periodically varying magnetic ﬂuxes with different phases. On the contrary, in our proposal
the pumped current is generated and controlled only by side-gated
voltages. This new design seems to be more advantageous for realworld applications since no magnetic ﬁelds are needed and, consequently, it can be easily integrated in standard electronic circuits.
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